Triathlon Qualifying

The qualifying deadline for the PST contest has been extended to April 8. Every full-time IIT undergraduate may participate in the Triathlon Contest by picking up an entry blank in Academic Affairs. If you are not sure whether your entry is done on time, you can call 267-5000 or look it up in the Academic Affairs office. The closing date for PST entries is April 8, 1987.

Tennis - Beat Joe Bandemer at the HUB or one of the ACC staff in room 505, Stuart. Swimming - Beat one of the Athletic Department Staff in a 50 yard swim. Weightlifting - Beat Jim Viccey's time of 1/2 hour to do a 5 minute spread sheet.

What is an electronic spreadsheet? If you set up a solution for the following problem on a columnar pad, you can probably qualify for PST during the hour you use it. First Choice's spreadsheet will do the calculator work and your manual calculation will be checked for correctness. Try the problem and then call to schedule your hour class.

Sheets that can be learned in an hour. Anyone can learn to use the First Choice spreadsheet enough to qualify for PST in an hour. To schedule a one hour class call 267-5000 or sign up in the Academic Affairs office. In the classroom on the first floor in Stuart.

Dean Viccey calmly sat in front of a PC and completed one of the spreadsheet problems in the amazing time of 5 hours. Dean Viccey then said, "Let the students, try and beat this." (End Note: Oh brother, this was a 5 minute spreadsheet.)

Problem 1: Five students go on strike for higher wages. Management百花 under pressure and gives each student an increase of 1.119% at the beginning of the next 12 months. Their current salaries per month are $55, $62, $46, $119, and $126 respectively. Create a spreadsheet showing each student's salary per month and the average salary paid each month.

There are several reasons why you should enter the triathlon:
1) EXPERIENCE: Learn the spreadsheet and qualify for a part-time job as a Project HAWK undergraduate teaching assistant next fall. Even if you don't win this contest, you could save your life or someone else.
2) PRIZES: Personal computers, tickets, beer, software and gift certificates are accumulating.

The qualifying deadline for the PST contest has been extended to April 8. Every full-time IIT undergraduate may participate in the Triathlon Contest by picking up an entry blank in Academic Affairs. If you are not sure whether your entry is done on time, you can call 267-5000 or look it up in the Academic Affairs office. The closing date for PST entries is April 8, 1987.

Writing contest only for undergrads

by Marsha Lopez

The good news is that the Humanities Department is sponsoring a writing contest. The bad news is that most of the IIT community is ineligible. That's right. If you're an administrative employee, a security guard, a graduate student or anything but an undergraduate, don't bother applying. There's no category for you.

Geist Talks on Lewis College

by George Jawny

Dean Glen G. Geist, who recently took over as dean of the Lewis College, plans to work toward improving the college. He supports the notion of the Lewis College being a viable entity in the IIT community. Geist provides a large component of the overall university program, he says, because it is the only residence campus that plans to build in that direction and initiate appropriate research activities.

Geist plans to reduce the activities of the Board of Overseers, which consists of 15 trustees, alumni, and friends of the college. He will maintain the high quality of faculty and seek additional high quality faculty.

Geist intends to generate more funding for Lewis College and reallocate resources within the college and the units that are contributing to the overall productivity. He feels Lewis College is more than adequately represented at IIT West and will expand further out there as the demand grows.

In response to questions about the freshman attrition rate, Geist pointed out the new Task Force for the Freshman Year which is addressing the problem. Another approach to the problem of attrition is taken by Project HAWK, a change in the freshman computer course. There will be two hours into the computer course and a one hour lab given to PC software. The lab will be run by faculty from the students' respective departments with examples relevant to that department.

There will be new orientation and training for everyone involved. Both projects have been unanimously passed by the Curriculum Committee.
Free Books
Anyone who has not claimed their books from the Phi Eta Sigma Burn the Bookstore Book Sale has until April 14 to do so. Any unclaimed books and/or money (yes, money) will be donated to the property of Phi Eta Sigma after that date. To claim your property, call Dave Lu at 567-3289.

Jobs
Remaining Recruiting Schedule:
April 6, 1987: Internet Systems -- Open schedule will be on campus on Monday, 4-6 ET to recruit US or PR, BS or MS CS majors with C language backgrounds. December or May grads.
April 7, 1987: Donahue -- Closed schedule will be on campus Tuesday, 4-7 ET to recruit US or PR, BS, CE, December or May grads.
April 14, 1987: Dial Corporation -- ½ open, ½ closed, will be on campus Tuesday, 4-14-87, EE & ME, BS, December or May grads.

AIAA
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics will be meeting on Thursday, April 2, at 12:10 in room 12161. We will be showing two films, one of which is "The Team" which shows the complete design of an airplane from concept to the runway. We will also be collecting all money for the AIAA T-shirt orders, so if you have ordered a shirt or would like to be in the club at the meeting. We will also be discussing our AIAA flying trip which will be held on Tuesday, April 7th. We will meet in the AIAA office at 12:00 noon and carpool to Midway Airport.

Time Compas
The Chemistry Department colloquium, "Short Time and Long Time Components of Molecular Fluorescence," will be given by Dr. Dan G. Irle of the University of Washington. The colloquium will be held on Wednesday, April 10, at 4:30 PM in 118 Wiskich Hall.

AIChe
AIChe officer elections will be held on Tuesday, March 31 from 12 to 1 PM in room 313 Perlstein Hall. Nominations for officers may still be made at that time.

FoosBall
On Thursday, April 2nd at noon, the HUB Rec Center will hold a FoosBall Tournament. Next week, an election day special, a Ping Pong Tournament. Sign-up now in the HUB Rec Center.

Lent
The Evangelical Communion will be celebrated this fifth Sunday in Lent, April 5th at 4:30 PM in the LIT Chapel, located just outside the Student Lounge.

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED A CAREER IN ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY?
We would like to meet seniors and juniors in chemistry and the biological sciences interested in training for a career devoted to studying and regulating toxic chemicals in the environment and the workplace at a luncheon seminar which will be hosted in the Chicago area. We offer the opportunity to study toward the Ph.D. in Toxicology with internationally recognized scientists in the joint graduate program in toxicology of Rutgers, the State University to New Jersey and the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey/Robert Wood Johnson Medical School in Piscataway, N.J. Fellowships are available to qualified candidates. To make your free dinner reservations call Ms. Carolyn Raymore at 201-932-3728.

Phiggs
Initiation is on April 7th in Room 301 in the HUB. Luncheon will be at 12:00 and the initiation ceremony will start at 1:00 PM.

TAM
TAM (Tomorrow's Alpha Men) are having their weekly meeting Wednesday, April 1, 1987 from 12:00 to 1 PM in the HUB Mezzanine. All interested men are invited to attend. Come join an expanding organization that will be sponsoring exciting events in the near future. For more info, contact Tony at x5084.

Advance Reg
Advance registration for all full-time undergraduate and graduate students will be held from April 17-30. Registration packets may be picked up at the Office of Student Records and Registration (204 Main) on Monday, April 14 through Friday, April 17, from 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM. A valid ID card is required. Unclaimed packets will be mailed on April 17th at 10:00 AM. Advance registration for all part-time students will be held from April 20, 8-4. Registration packets for all eligible part-time students will be mailed.

I Forget
The Counseling Center Workshop is "Memorization Techniques." It will be held on Friday, April 8th from 12:15-1:00 PM.

Greeks
Students of Cypriot or Greek origin are eligible to apply for a Makarios Scholarship. For more information, come to the Information Office, room 103. 4.716.1208.

UCBS Stuff
The T-Shirt & Logo Contest winners' design will win a Free T-Shirt. Uniform designs in Black ink Only! Deadline April 17th. Contact Njaa at 500 or Kevin S. at x5084.
All students interested in participating in the Show of Talent Contest should contact Kevin at x5084. Come out and show some April. THE APATHY MUST END NOW!
UCBS General Meetings are on April 9, 12 at noon in the HUB Mezzanine. Come hear the candidates give their election speeches! Elections are next week!

SNTA
Who Killed Apathy? SNTA! Attend the SNTA Tech Expo Committee meeting at 1:00 PM in the HUB Mezzanine, April 2nd. SNTA election speeches are being held at 12:10 in the HUB Mezzanine, April 2nd. Nominations are still open! Come hear the candidates speak!

HUB Mezzanine, April 2nd. SNTA election speeches are being held at 12:10 in the HUB Mezzanine, April 2nd. Nominations are still open! Come hear the candidates speak!

Bible
The Facility-Student Group "The Bible and You Today" continues its shared reflections on the New Testament's Second Letter of Peter, Tuesday, March 29 at 12:00 noon in the Field Conference Room of the HUB (southwest corner). Open to the public.

MATH PUZZLE
The math puzzle appears in Technology News on a weekly basis. All students of IT ARE eligible to participate. The first three students who submit the correct solution each week will receive a prize. The student who submits the largest number of correct solutions, during the semester, not necessarily the first every week, will receive a grand prize and a diploma.
This weekly math puzzle is sponsored by the IIT Mathematics Society under the supervision of the Mathematics Department.
Solutions should be submitted to the secretary of the Mathematics Department no later than Friday.
** This week's prizes are three gift certificates donated by the IIT Bookstore.
$25 for the first winner
$15 for the second winner
$10 for the third winner

The solution to last week's puzzle is: 2,499 zeros
The winners of last week's puzzle were:
1st prize: Wanli Qiu
2nd prize: Umasw. K. Jayasingha
3rd prize: Mark Pundurs
This week's puzzle is the following:
Find all x such that
\[ (p + 1q)^3 \times (1 - \frac{1}{x-1}) ] \text{ where } i = \sqrt{-1}
\]
Find also the values of p and q.

TECHNOLOGY CLASSIFIEDS
$50.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remaining letters from home. Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for informal/applied Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ 07070.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Domestic and Overseas, shore, deck, galley positions. June, July, August, September, October, November. Summer and Career Opportuni ties. Call (208) 736-2977 or (213) 494-5729.

NOW FOR RECRUITMENT
(Turn our Alpha Men)
April 1987
567-3088
A Few Sport Squares! Request forward from home. beef Sam wants mail address. Use both addresses honestly! Dataile, send self-addressed, stamped envelopes.
BAR/BARI, Box 172, Moscow, Idaho 83843

JUNIORS/SENIORS/GRAD STUDENTS: MANAGE ON-CAMPUS MARKETING PROGRAMS FOR FINANCE 500 COMPANIES! Excellent career opporunities. Call Campus Dimensions, Inc. 408-392-3211

BAR/BARI
567-3088
1854 Market Street, Suite D, Chicago, IL 60610

567-3088
1854 Market Street, Suite D, Chicago, IL 60610

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION:
NAME: ____________
ADDRESS: ____________
TELEPHONE: ____________
INFORMATION REQUESTED:
LOR: ____________
GMAT: ____________
LSAT: ____________
CALL (312) 655-1088

LSAT + GMAT
Send to: BAR/BARI, 1754 Market Street, Suite D, Chicago, IL 60610

LOR + GMAT
Send to: BAR/BARI, 1754 Market Street, Suite D, Chicago, IL 60610

LSAT + GMAT + LOR
Send to: BAR/BARI, 1754 Market Street, Suite D, Chicago, IL 60610
ATSSpring Elections

It's getting closer to April...do you know what that means?? It means that it is time for you to receive your voting card! So you will be the student government leaders for the 1987-88 school term. Nomination periods for the positions of president, vice-president, secretary, and assistant secretary will take place at the regular student government meeting on April 7 at 10:00 a.m. in the HUB. Campaigns will run for two weeks and elections will be held on Wednesday, April 22 and Thursday, April 23.

There are already quite a few students who have expressed interest in running for an office. Are you one of them? Student government offers many opportunities for leadership experience! If you are interested in finding out more about the election, stop by the office of Herman Hall, or call x3074 and speak to one of our current officers. As long as you are a junior or senior student, you are eligible for office.

It is important for you to take part in the election process even if you do not vote on April 22 or 23. Regardless of how you participate—as a voter, as a member of the election commission or committee, or as a candidate for office—you will have a direct and lasting effect on the next year at IIT.

If you have any questions about the election or the campaign, call Rich Dornblies at x3074 and remember—nomination are April 7.
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About 1,000 actors audition for the 12 to 14 spots with the company annually. Auditions are scheduled for the following dates:

- April 6, 1986
- April 7, 1986
- April 8, 1986
- April 9, 1986
- April 10, 1986

Theatre Company

Chicago—March 13, 1987—Shakespeare is coming to Chicago in a new National Shakespeare Company Off Broadway production of Romeo and Juliet, beginning April 3, 8:00 p.m., at Illinois Institute of Technology's (IIT) Herman Hall Auditorium, 40 West 33rd Street.

Christopher Todd will star as Romeo, and Carol Dearman as Juliet. Tod's previous credits include "Rites of North American Homosexuals in Captivity," and Josh and Rosenthal's "The Simpsons," on which he originated. Dearman has been part three years with the American Repertory Theatre in New York City with whom she played Juliet twice.

This year's cast includes a few actors who have toured with the company and a few non-traditional roles. We are very pleased to announce that the company, making its 24th tour of the U.S., last performed at IIT in 1983.

"We want to take Shakespeare to people who might not otherwise see classical theater," explained Bill Weir, tour producer and company manager.

The company travels 35,000 miles, visits 110 cities, and performs for more than 100,000 people each year.

Theatre News
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PERSONALS

To MZA: Study hard. Remember this is also an academic organization. Love, a co-founder.

Lady, why did you want to save the whales? Moby.

Necie, Toulia, Char, Nancy, Tammy, Crystal: Just 10 more weeks for the party of our lifetime. Nassau, look out here we come. Siggly/Wino.

Another little known fact: If you are short on extra money, try the second floor of Stuart behind the Coke machines.

Admiral, Go back to Texas! I've had it with your fake southern accent. Guess who?

Madman, "You've got to fight for your right to party!" So forget about the Bahamas.

Da Slick, how many beers can you chug in a day? (before you pass out), P.R.

"Hot Women" Roger plus extra body equals studhub.

Hacker, Hackay, Hacky... The Knight Rider.

CHICKEN GUMBO and TEDDY BEAR: I long for your company. E-1244 3rd 8:30 or leave message here... Charlie Brown.

Who was that old lady who put all her stuff on the table in the lounge? Don't touch the cards, they have stuff on them. Dragon.

To my profs, and SyS Patty, I do not write dirty things on my account, so leave me alone. Dragon.

I would like to give a special congratulations to the young ladies who participated in the dance for the King Celebration sponsored by NSBE. Girls, you were fantastic.

Scooky, you are one of a kind. You did the right thing and you always will. I may demand too much of you, but you always produce! P.S. NEVER feel like you're not loved (smile).

Let's go, Ron, Lana.

How about a date, Carol? Jose.

I am proud to call "the Chapper" a buddy of mine, not an amigo though, they're too tough for us. Jerry L.

When I look in the mirror, I see you, Perry, Dave W., (next name). I need more weapons, Mike S.

A woman should be seen and not heard. Speak only when spoken to. Fred & Malcolm.

When you were a wee wee tot and momma put you on the wee wee pot, did you wee wee or not? Solution next week. Seymour.

To Scope and Dip: It's in the heart. The other co-founder.

Air Joseph, Better luck next year, Z.

To Sean Washak: If you've ever listened to WOUI, you would know that WOUI always plays requests if the DJ has the record.

To Tech News: You must learn how to spell "finally" (only 1 'N'). I can't believe someone actually got upset enough over a typo to write in. Contrary to the editors' opinions, we are human. The Typeposter.

New constitution

Due to technical difficulties (the typesetter Prague error) we are unable to reproduce the new constitution of IIT's student government in this week's issue. We will run the new constitution in its entirety in the next (April 2) issue of the paper. We realize the importance of the document and the fact that its omission from this issue places a large burden on the student government, but that is the best that we can do. It behooves the student body to examine the new constitution carefully since it contains many important changes that will restructure the current form of the student government.

CSEP project papers

Six papers produced by a CSEP project appear in the Winter, 1987 issue of Science, Technology, and Human Values, a journal published by John Wiley & Sons and co-sponsored by Harvard and MIT. The papers are drawn from a National Science Foundation funded research conference on "Ethical Implications of Trade Secrecy, Patents and Related Property Controls for Science and Technology." The papers constitute a special section, "Private Appropriation of Public Research," and they include an introductory essay by Vivian Weil, Acting Director of CSEP. Weil and Jack Snapper, Associate Dean of Lewis College, were Co-Principal Investigators for the project.

Rotisserie

continued from page 6

will be April 11th, one week into the baseball season. Another league consisting of American League Players will also be formed if there is enough interest in one, with the Draft Day being around April 11th. For more information, rules, or to register a team, contact Ed Moudry at x5086 or x3079, or John Gossage at x5184.

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO CALL YOUR PARENTS?

a) When you’re stuck in your room because someone “pennted” your door.

b) When you spent all your money playing video games and you still have to buy books for Developmental Psych.

c) When you just miss hearing their voices and telling them what you’ve been doing.

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you’ve been up to. But you should call them anyway.

And when they ask where you are last night, tell them that you always call using AT&T Long Distance Service because of AT&T’s high quality service and exceptional value.

When they ask how your studies are going, remind them that AT&T gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.

And when they ask about your plans for the weekend, note that you can count on AT&T for clear long distance connections.

And when, at last, they praise you for using AT&T—then—and only then—you might want to mention those Psych books.

AT&T
The right choice.
Union Board Films

Alien/Aliens

A great double feature. Alien is a stunning visual nightmare where terror lurks at every turn. This movie is intelligent, stylish, and almost unbearably scary. Alien is science fiction at its best. Followed closely by Aliens which picks up right where Alien leaves. I can't tell you about this film since it would give away what happens in the first one.

Thursday, April 2 at 5:15 pm
Saturday, April 4 at 7:00 pm for Alien
Saturday, April 4 at 9:30 pm for Aliens
Admission to the double feature is $3.00

Next Week:
About Last Night . . .

I KNOW EVERYONE OUT THERE IS EXCITED TO KNOW WHO IS ON THE NEW UNION BOARD. WELL, YOUR WAIT IS OVER.

Executive Committee
President
Executive Vice President
Vice President/Finance
Vice President/Public Relations
Executive Secretary

David Lu
Rajindar Dutt
Milena Groblewski
Donald O'Connor
Cristina Grados

Board Directors
Visual Design
Cultural Events
Special Projects
Films
Mini Concerts
Major Concerts
UB Spoken Here
Treasure

Brian Stolt
Nicole Martin
Open
John Danile
Frank Martin
Robert Jacobs
John Pullen
Gail Hlavac
Ginette Pereira

Change of Command is this Tuesday, March 31, 1987 at the regular meeting.

Thanks for all the support and interest in the Board. We still need people to work on the committees.

Union Board Mini-Concert

Studebaker John and the Hawks

These guys are a very popular Bog band. They have drawn full house crowds last semester. Amatuer weeks are over, these guys are top of the line. So go to the Bog and check out the rock of Studebaker John. You won't be disappointed. ASK about the special plan!

Thursday, April 2 at 9:00 pm

Next Week:
Tire Biters and Raj's B-Day
Baseball
continued from page 10
game 10-4. Doubles by Chris Konecki and Malczewski accounted for the other Hawk runs.

Tuesday the Hawks played Earlham of Indiana. A four run second inning, highlighted by Jim Schoell's two run homer, was the only runs scored by the Hawks.

The Intramural softball league will begin on Tuesday, March 31 when at 12:00 on field 1 the Slaughtered Rulers will take on the Psych-Outs and then at 1:00 the Fugitives will play the Legion of Doom. On Thursday, April 2, the Cabbage Patch Kids will be playing against the SFTCs at 12:00 on field 1.

I.M. basketball title

On March 10, the Intramural Basketball crown was claimed by the ROTC Seashawks in a tough battle with the AICHE team. The Seashawks used full court pressure and a fast break to ring up a 70-35 victory.

Intramural superstar Nate Wheeler led all scorers with 16 points even though he spent over half of the game on the bench watching the 2nd team squad. The Hawks are the victors.

The Hawks return home on March 10 to face Lewis as come out and support your 1987 Scarlet Hawks.

The National Shakespeare Company

Romeo & Juliet

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
HERMANN HALL AUDITORIUM • 3241 S. FEDERAL ST., CHICAGO
Friday 8 pm $12.00 & $8.00
April 3, 1987 567-3075
Check or Cr. Card No.
Free On Campus Parking
Messer Takes National Title, Swimmers Victorious

If you had visited IIT's Ecco pool this last week, and had looked at the "great red tailed hawk" on the South wall, you would have been sure to see it with a great big grin on its beak. In fact swimming coach Dennis Machale stated that it actually winked at him more than once this last week.

The reason for these moves by IIT's mascot is the winning of the first individual title ever for an IIT swimmer in anational championship. Junior Mike Mesler won the swimming and diving championship this last week at Schroeder Memorial pool in Brown Deer, Wisconsin. Mike won his preliminary heat in the morning with a 53.06 clocking to lead a second, but in the championship heat that evening, Mesler performed brilliantly by getting off to an unbelievable 10th to lead by a 10th of a second for the first 75 yards, then with probably the best turn of his career, Mike got a 1/2 second lead over his nearest rival. He then lost most of that 1/2 second in the last 25 yards, but still managed to hold on by a mere 10th of a second over the 2nd place swimmer.

IIT baseball season openers

The IIT baseball team returned from Florida with a deceiving 3-5 record. Three one-run losses put a damper on some excellent baseball played by the Hawks.

On Sunday, March 15, the Hawks battled Flagler College of Florida. In the first game, Chris Lindley took a three hit shutout and a 1-0 lead into the last inning, but an infield single with two outs led to two runs and a 2-1 loss. In the second game, Domenick Ficarella took a hit 2-0 lead into the sixth inning, but a two out error produced two runs and led to a 3-2 loss. In the two games, IIT out hit Flagler 16-12, but fell short on a couple of key scoring opportunities.

On Monday, IIT played Geneva of Pennsylvania and Wooster of Ohio at Wolfson Park, home of the AA-Montreal Expo. In the Geneva game, Greg Pastorek's inside the park homer, two doubles by Chris Malczewski and continued hot hitting by Jim Schoell led to a come from behind 5-4 victory national ranking, this year being 13th, and since four of the six IIT swimmers who qualified, for the nationals will be back next season, it looks like IIT's future in the nationals looks bright, which also means we'll see many more grins on the "great red tailed hawk."

Why "Helga" Piscopo Ex-East German Swimmer Drinks Miller Lite

"To Keep the Girlish Figure"

There's Only One Lite Beer